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The Collective Monument

MONUMENT

Monere: (latin)- to remind, warn

Definition
The collective monument is the symbolic spatial manifestation of a set of values (regardless of whether
it was imposed by an individual or agreed upon by the collective) which define the city’s collective
culture/memory and is typically dedicated to a subject, whether it be an individual, a collective group,
an event, or occasionally just purely an idea/ideology. Most importantly the collective monument is a
projective agent meant to inspire and encourage the perpetuation of that culture as it is perceived as
enduring.
Primary objective
The collective urban monument primarily transmits the city’s values, and secondarily transmits the
historical content of the subject, from the collective simultaneously to both the inhabitant at the local
scale and the outsider at the global scale.
Primary consequence
Consequently the collective urban monument exists as a civic infrastructural system which orders the
city and structures the hierarchy of urban form individually and collectively at the local scale and the
global scale.

Terms Defined:
Subjects/audiences:
Individual- a singular person and his/her personal ideas viewed in isolation from the collective
group
Collective- a singular group of individual people who, willingly or not, share cultural values at
the city scale, whether imposed by an authority or agreed upon by the majority.
Collective Individuality- a cultural situation formed out of democracy which balances the
collective with the individual as it celebrates diversity through individual equality
Inhabitant- a person situated within the urban context
Outsider- a person situated outside of the urban context
Former City- The pre-twentieth-century traditional city
Contemporary City- The city as it exists today, beginning during the early twentieth century
Future City- The city as it will exist in terms of the thesis proposition
Universal City- A point when cities become indistinguishable from one another
Traditional Monument- The monument as it existed in the pre-twentieth-century traditional
city. (An isolated object in contrast to the urban fabric)
Functions:
Symbolic- The monument primarily functions on an emblematic level as the spatial
manifestation of a set of values
Referential- The monument’s primary symbolic value set is typically delivered via a dedication
to a secondary subject; whether it is an individual, a collective group, an event, or occasionally
just purely an idea/ideology.
Formal- The monument consequently functions as an object, which organizes and gives
hierarchy to urban form
Scales:
Local scale- The scale of the inhabitant or singular object as viewed from within the urban
context.
Global- The scale of the collective group or conglomeration as viewed from outside the urban
context.
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Part 1: Contention
In order for architecture/monument to perform as a collective symbol in the increasingly contemporary
multicultural city, it must be reconfigured to operate in contrast to the common urban fabric. The
fundamental collective message of the monument must be collective individuality as the monument
needs to address the contemporary city’s primary value of cohabitation.
As a collective, the city has always mediated between its symbolic and utilitarian civic necessities
through a singular system comprised of buildings, objects, and voids, serviced by streets. This system
has been unable to remain neutral as it preferences either the collective’s monument or the individual’s
building as illustrated by the dichotomy between Washington D.C. and Manhattan. The former is
dominated by and organized around the collective monument, as it assumes hierarchical control,
dictating the urban plan. The latter is organized around individual neutrality generated by the Cartesian
grid. The grid treats every isolated object equally; however, as the collective object (a representation of
the entire collective) becomes an equal object within the system, it is inherently subverted by its
singularity.
The grid has denied Manhattan the ability to cultivate a successful collective monument. The recent
controversy and difficulty around the 9/11 Memorial hinges on the monument’s inability to function
within Manhattan’s singular grid system. As it will be realized, the project has fractured the memorial,
manifesting itself differently at two separate scales. At the local scale of the inhabitant it communicates
its commemorative message through a park featuring fountains, trees and a pavilion. At the global scale
of the city it presents the Freedom Tower, an isolated object contributing to Manhattan’s skyline. At
both scales the memorial is neutralized and overshadowed by the city’s plethora of existing individual
parks and skyscrapers.
In order for significant commemorative spaces and objects to exist in Manhattan without overpowering
and suppressing the individual, the city needs to balance its collective and individual objects. To have a
true balance between the collective and the individual, Manhattan must replace its singular urban
system with a binary system. The existing portion will remain, which services the utilitarian civic
necessities of the city, organized by the grid and comprised of buildings, objects, and voids, serviced by
streets. The other portion, which services the symbolic civic necessity, acting freely from the grid as a
singular continuous mass, will collect and distinguish singular memorials and monuments, negotiating
the city as the Monument to Collective Individuality. Neither portion of the system will take precedent
over the other as they will exist in contrast to each other but without hierarchy.

Part 2: Introduction
The Monument
This thesis examines the formal and cultural dichotomy between the monument and its urban fabric as
it has evolved over time.
In almost every account of speculative writing on the nature of monuments each author stresses an
importance for the monument to be tied to the past… whether through an archaeological process of
finding an object/building to have ties to a monumental idea or dedication at the time of construction,
these authors assume that the monument is first and foremost commemorative.
Through a closer examination of these objects, with the exception of found monuments, it is clear that
monuments are more importantly about substantiating the greatness of the creator (which is intended
to be perceived as the parent culture), and the construct itself is a present tense achievement; initiating
competition and marking a moment in time… therefore the monument is first and foremost a catalyst
for future development (evolution).
Former City: Monoculture, collection of specific monuments
Culture: The monument dictates and shapes collective cultural memory and values
Acting primarily as a catalyst for the endurance and substantiation of its parent culture, the collective
urban monument advantageously defined and communicated the collective culture/memory of a city
(whether it be imposed by an authority or agreed upon by the majority) to both the outsider at the
global scale and to the inhabitant at the local scale. In order to effectively act as the symbolic spatial
manifestation of these values and characteristics, the monument typically utilized a subject as a vehicle
for the message, masking the monument’s primarily projective nature with reflection. The monument’s
subject acts as a tangible example of a significant person or event which embodies the particular
collective message and begs for cultural recognition. Rather than making a monument to Lincoln’s
values the monument is made to Lincoln.
Form: The monument dictates and orders the urban fabric
The city’s system of collective monuments existed in contrast to its common urban fabric as
“different/special” isolated objects, configured hierarchically as primary civic figures. The collective
monument was necessary as a civic infrastructure which foregrounded its parent culture through
architecture at both the local and global scales. The monument dictated urban form, by hierarchically
ordering urban planning and establishing the primary nodes of the city.
Contemporary City: Multicultural
Culture: The monument is too restrictive/not universal enough to exist
As the contemporary city becomes increasingly multicultural its fundamental cultural value is reduced
down to collective individuality. Eventually, culture is no longer a distinguishable attribute, as collective

individuality becomes the universal culture. The contemporary city becomes the universal city. The city
can no longer be homogenized more specifically than multicultural and can only truly represent itself as
being infinitely diverse. Even though the city is in the process of transforming and becoming more
multicultural, monuments continue to be thought of as they always have; a set of isolated instances
pertaining to a selective audience. For this reason, collective objects to commemorate people, events
and ideas, are too restrictive in the contemporary city and cannot transcend the memorial to become a
monument.
Form: The monument is suppressed and defeated by the urban fabric
The city’s common fabric has gone through a fundamental figure ground mutation from a solid mass,
which space is carved out of, to a sea of individual objects in an infinite void. Formally the once
prominent monument, has been subverted by its context and no longer exists as a contrasting element
to the urban fabric. The urban fabric overwhelms the symbolic collective objects of the city and
prevents them from becoming formal monuments.

Part 3: Proposal
Future City: Singular Monument to Collective Individuality
Proposal:
Culture: Monument can only be achieved through collective aggregation
The importance of the collective monument has been diminished by the contemporary urban context
and is no longer capable of performing as a distinctive contrasting element in the city. In its current
configuration, the collective monument is defeated in the contemporary city as it is unable to inclusively
define the entire collective culture of the city, which has become more multicultural. As an isolated
object, the collective monument is indistinguishable from the contemporary city’s fabric; an allconsuming sea of objects.
This thesis proposes to restructure the primary agenda of the collective monument from a
homogenizing force at the local scale, to an object celebrating diversity and multiculturalism. By
establishing a continuous mass connecting and collecting the city’s currently isolated collective
monuments, the new monument will be adjusted to regain formal and cultural contrast to the urban
fabric.
Although the monument has been suppressed and neglected in the contemporary city, its content
continues to yearn for significant global and local recognition. In order for significant people, events,
and ideas to regain the prominence that it is desired, they can no longer exist in separate instances. The
contemporary city’s collective memorials to people, events, and ideas cannot perform in isolation and
must be combined to become a singular monument to collective individuality. Individual memorials and
objects become the program of the new monument, the collection of which no longer selectively

dictates the shared memories and values of specific cultures, but instead celebrates the diversity of the
cities collective memory and values.
These programs, once thought of as a primary piece in the urban fabric, are now removed and looked at
separately. The city now exists with two elements: the utilitarian grid which functions to serve the
essential needs of physical life, and the monument which functions to serve the symbolic needs of life.
Form: Monument collector
The Monument to Collective Individuality transforms the current conception of the monument from an
isolated object easily understood in its singularity, to a singular mass which weaves through the city,
cutting through buildings, underground, through the air, etc… and can no longer take on a gestalt
reading from within the city. The monument becomes a collector of the city’s memorials as it mutates
to address each location in its program, and grows as new people and events are added to it. The
monument becomes a contrasting system to the urban fabric; it acts independently of the grid, as it is
dictated by its content and exists where it needs to regardless of the city’s urban plan. The monument is
not a primary figure as was the case in the former city; it does not dictate the contemporary city, but
rather, acts freely of it.

Part 4: Former City
The Collective
The city is a collective which, willingly or not, shares cultural values whether imposed by an authority or
agreed upon by the majority. Throughout preindustrial history, the typical singularity of urban culture
leveraged an authoritarian control over cultural production and collective direction. In these scenarios
choice was limited to a finite amount of available information and directed by the collective ideology.
Architecture was a holistic medium as it was inherently informed and erected within the image of the
collective. As a result we can clearly trace architectural techniques, tendencies, and priorities from
culture to culture. The clash between Roman and Islamic architecture in the trading hub of Venice
produced a distinct architecture, reliant on the image of Venetian culture.
The Collective Monument
“Monuments are the expression of man’s highest cultural needs. They have to satisfy the eternal
demand of the people for translation of their collective force into symbols. The most vital
monuments are those which express the feeling and thinking of this collective force – the people.
Every bygone period which shaped a real cultural life had the power and the capacity to create
these symbols. Monuments are, therefore, only possible in periods in which a unifying
consciousness and unifying culture exists. Periods which exist for the moment have been unable
to create lasting monuments.”

Jose Luis Sert (architect), Fernand Leger (painter) and Sigfried Giedion (theorist), “Nine Points on
Monumentality”
By building monuments these monocultures catalyzed sociocultural production, as monuments not only
recalled the greatness and success of a society or culture, but more importantly encouraged further
development and innovation (evolution).
“Since the decision to establish a monument necessarily presupposes that its meaning will
endure, the monument too must endure.” -Elliot
Collective monuments were developed to inspire, remind (/forget), and invent collective cultural values.
Whether existing as a reflective memorial to a significant cultural role model or as an imposing statue of
a current self-mythologized dictator these collective objects acted as powerful instruments for
selectively shaping cultural memory and steering the shared projective ideology. On the mall in
Washington D.C. the Lincoln Memorial is designed to inspire awe in the visitor, reminding him or her of
the past and future importance of the values which Lincoln represents in American culture. The urban
monument performed as a crucial piece of the physical cultural infrastructure, giving symbolic spatial
presence to the shared values of the collective (group) and transmitted these values at two distinct
scales: the local scale of the inhabitant and the global scale of the city as viewed by an outsider. The
monument or icon thus worked as a propagandistic tool for the proliferation of specific cultural values.
As an abstracted spatial symbol the monument was forced to recall an immediately recognizable and
familiar cultural idea, as the new object was incapable of directly communicating values. In order to
effectively communicate these values, the monument most typically utilized a subject which acted as a
vehicle to deliver the associated values and create an instantaneous association between the message
and the new form of the monument. This subject layer acted as a tangible example of a significant
person or event which embodied the particular collective message and begged for cultural recognition.
Rather than a monument made to Lincoln’s values the monument was made to Lincoln. The use of a
memorial, tomb, cenotaph, etc… became the typical subject matter of a monument, as these subjects
were easily manipulated to evoke power and positive values and was easily justifiable culturally.
Form
The expression of these collective values organized the city’s urban form and culture, consequently
shaping the lives of its individual inhabitants.
Formally, the urban monument performed as a critical element of civic infrastructure, informing the
built character of the city at the global scale of the collective (city) and at the local scale of the individual
(object). The monument’s cultural and civic primacy was reinforced by means of contextual contrast
achieved through urban planning, scale, material, (and) or form.
The system of collective monuments existed in contrast to its common urban fabric, (“a condition of
defined voids (streets, squares, etc.) contained within a virtually continuous built solid…”), as
“different/special” isolated objects, configured hierarchically as primary civic figures.

At the global scale, the city was read through the hierarchical compilation of monuments as a distinct
image of the aerial view of objects situated in cleared voids. At the individual scale, the city was read
through the local hierarchical ordering generated by each monument as perceived from within the
urban context at human eye level. As the monument simultaneously informed the urban character at
both of these scales, it more importantly communicated the collective cultural values to the inhabitant
and to the outsider. While it’s massive scale, clear formal expression and axial urban relationships allow
the Arch de Triumph (placeholder) to be read as a dominant object and key component at the city scale,
it is also easily legible to the individual inhabitant on the champs Elysees as a gestalt object in the void,
standing in contrast to the surrounding fabric which it dictates and orders.

Part 5: Contemporary City
Cultural Inversion
Contemporary individualistic society has inverted collective culture, which previously produced and
perpetuated a specific cultural agenda. We no longer produce in the image of a singular unified
collective, but instead encourage and foster multicultural production. Here, cohabitation is essential
and the primary value is reduced down to collective individuality. At its most fundamental level the
idealized contemporary city simultaneously celebrates all cultural agendas, which now exist as
collections of individualized objects. In this increasingly multicultural climate, the contemporary city has
grown fearful of excluding individuals. It thus emphasizes the individual and deemphasizes the
collective and the creation of a collective monument as an isolated act of architecture is problematic .
Although monumental and iconic, singular acts of architecture are incapable of translating the
“…collective force into symbols.” and therefore cannot exist as collective monuments, but instead as
architectural icons of categorical extremities.
As we embrace the cosmopolitan other directedness of American culture, and we venture deeper into
the age of celebrated diversity“…we will only experience a further fragmenting of the discipline into
evermore narrow and irrelevant species and genres.” (H. Sample). In this state a quantifiable
architectural direction and discourse is replaced by a multiplicity of starting points.
“Every design characteristic of the monument is common in the design of other buildings. It is
concurrence of them all that is undeniably and exclusively monumental and should be reserved
for the monument.
Today there is an increased demand for larger buildings, planned groups of buildings, and a
more orderly urban scene; and the seductive factors of urgency and affluence have led us to use
monumentality too often and without discrimination. Misapplication of monumental standards
threatens to waste our resources of emphasis and weaken their power.” (Elliott 53)
The traditional collective monument is no longer able to distinguish itself culturally or formally and is
denied of any hierarchy at the local scale or global scale of the city. For this reason Manhattan and the

City of The Captive Globe represents contemporary collective individuality much more than the
Washington Monument.
Rather than the collective informing the individual, the multitude of individuals informs the collective.
These individualized monuments or icons have always been utilized by individuals to define their values
and communicate them to the collective. Although they compete for prominence, these icons are
incapable of gaining formal or cultural hierarchy as they are neutralized by collective individuality. For
this reason, isolated collective objects which commemorate people, events, or ideas are too restrictive
and are unable to represent the collective on their own. They can no longer transcend the memorial to
become a monument.
Form
The Crisis of the Object: The Predicament of Texture, pg 109
Koetter, Fred and Rowe, Colin
“An observation of the contemporary city discloses the presence of distinctly different and
unusual antagonistic conditions of urbanism- the city of modern architecture (diagrammatic,
open, rightfully condemned, but still very much with us) and the pre-twentieth-century
traditional city (vital, impacted, brutalized, recently popularized). Together these two
conceptions of the city may be seen as the alternate readings of a figure-ground or solid-void
relationship; the one, a city of isolated solids in a continuous void, the other, a condition of
defined voids (streets, squares, etc.) contained within a virtually continuous built solid…
Ultimately, the debate which is here postulated between solid and void is a debate between two
models, and succinctly, these may be typified as acropolis and forum.”
The city’s common fabric has gone through a fundamental figure ground mutation from a solid mass,
which space is carved out of, to a sea of individual objects in an infinite void. These individual objects
now exist in direct hierarchical competition with the collective monument. Formally, the traditional
collective monuments are consumed and de-monumentalized by this urban conglomeration of
individual icons which trump any and all isolated objects including the traditional monuments and
individual icons.
Delirious New York pg 197
Koolhaas, Rem
“The grid assures every structure it accommodates exactly the same treatment—the same
amount of ‘dignity’. The sanctity of private ownership and its inbuilt resistance to overall formal
control preclude the creation of premeditated perspectives, and in the city of the
Automonument; the isolation of symbolic objects from the main fabric is meaningless; the fabric
itself is already an accumulation of monuments.”

In Manhattan the icon/monument is neutralized by the Cartesian grid, an equal playing field for
individual formal competition. Here monuments have been unable to bridge the boundary between the
global (city) scale and the local (object) scale of the city. Instead monuments operate at one scale or the
other and are thus incapable of gaining hierarchical prominence as these objects can only be read at the
scale at which they operate. Manhattan’s collective monuments operating at the Individual (object)
scale such as Columbus Circle monument or the statue of General Sherman on horseback at Grand Army
Plaza work at the scale of the inhabitant but are overwhelmed by the urban fabric and have negligible
impact on the collective form of the city. At the same time it is quite easy to walk past monuments
operating at the city scale without notice, such as the Empire State Building or Madison Square Garden
as they are neutralized by the Cartesian grid and have negligible impact at the Individual (object)
inhabitant scale of the city.
Delirious New York, pg 120
Nietzsche, Friedrich
“A hundred profound solitudes together constitute the city of Venice. That is its charm. A model
for the men of the future”
The city ironically defeats itself as the individual icons it so strongly depends on compete for prominence
and in turn neutralize each other as they become more universal than local. Thus, the contemporary
city moves closer to becoming the universal city; a city where the multiplicity of cultures blend into a
monoculture; a city eventually void of distinctive character. Fueled by the widening disconnect of urban
planning from architecture and a weariness of the oppressive potentials of monuments, this urban shift
has left the collective monument debilitated and subject to a perceived irrelevance in the contemporary
city.
Without effective monuments the contemporary city is read as a continuum of unrelated but equal
individual objects. The closer the contemporary city gets to becoming a universal city, the less its
culture and consequently architecture can be distinguished from any other contemporary city.
Contemporary multicultural cities thus lose their distinctive formal and cultural character as they move
towards universality, as criticized by Superstudio in the project of the Continuous Monument.

Part 6: Future City (to be worked on…)
In Manhattan, the collective monument has been unsuccessful in mediating between these two scales.
At the global scale the traditional monument is trumped by the collection as the grid neutralizes all
singular objects and claims them as insignificant pixels in the collective mass of the urban fabric. At the
local scale it is read as inferior and insignificant in comparison with the individual icons which
overshadow it.
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collectively individual (original)
The increasingly mass global culture of collective individuality, initiated and
spread by Americanization, has exponentially continued to shape the architectural discourse since the industrial revolution. The American bottom up approach
openly defines its collective identity by the sum of the parts. As this individual primacy encourages autonomy and diversified specialization, holistic architectural
direction is lost and everyone takes off in pursuit of their own tack. “Architecture
is at a moment where it is no longer monolithic, but is being developed in parallel
genres.” (Hilary Sample) It has become impossible for singular acts of architecture to exist as monuments or icons to the collective discourse. Instead these
objects exist as the architectural icons of categorical extremities.

immediately short-sighted (relevant)

As our collective indulgence in autonomy catalyzes a period of immediacy and
shortsightedness, the reality of our minimal attention span is made disturbingly
clear. We continue to feed wastelands of last year’s cultural production with
steroid architecture; the simple, easy, dumb, IMMEDIATE. We are in a period
of practice driven architects, the name of the game: GET BUILT, at any cost,
by any means. As a result architects have gone into survival mode, morphing
into graphic salesmen trying to out swindle the hoards and hoards of opposing
genres. The need to “sell” the idea prevails amongst the like, tweet, download,
post, upload, pop-up, share, comment, sms, headbanging… and so the money
shot is here to stay. No matter the project, the endgame is the same: DUMB IT
DOWN, PUMP IT UP, GET ‘ER DUN!

reductively monumental (straight forward)
Architecture has been backed into a corner as our requirement for immediate
consumption demands nothing but pure performance to ensure realization. Out
of this corner architecture continueally moves toward polarization. The resultextremes of performance: architecture of commodity (the project of economic,
social, environmental feasibility) vs. architecture of the divine gift (architecture
for architecture’s sake). The performance architect conveniently translates his/
her reduced idea into an iconic formal narrative, implying monumental seriousness to the work.
As a buyer, I must make a choice between shapes: either the canny yet stylish
wit of the impeccably feasible or the prestige of the famous brand.
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Intention
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content
Inspired by Michael Meredith’s most recent text For the Absurd, this thesis project will address the absurd reality of the discipline’s need to endlessly fabricate
scenarios for the production and consumption of architecture.

methodology
Through the simultaneous development of two fictional cities, the city of commodity and the city of gift, the contention will construct and describe the prevailing cultural condition of immediacy as manifested throughout architecture.
Made up of existing projects of performance architecture, these cities will reconsider and recontextualize the project of practice. Architectural representation of
the selected performance architecture will be reinvented, as the existing techniques for these projects serve a non-architectural function.
Both cities will be constructed exacerbations of the organizational principles of
their respective logics.
Set in the future, the contention will be presented as a narrative through the
structural organization of both cities’ motives and non-motives. In accompaniment with the narrative, a series of collages and images will bring the current
interest of the real into the representational world of architecture, meshing life
and art, in an interrogation of the absurd logics behind the architectural ramifications of this polarized.

gift city

12
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Collectively Individual cont.

In collective living we must advance to survive and to advance we must build.
Cultural advancement is defined by the collective technologic and social evolution.
Throughout history, the typical implementation of power structures leveraged an
authoritarian control over cultural production and collective direction. In these
scenarios choice was limited to a finite amount of available information and directed by the collective ideology. Architecture was a holistic medium as it was
inherently informed and erected within the image of the collective. As a result we
can clearly trace architectural techniques, tendencies, and priorities from culture
to culture. The clash between Roman and Islamic architecture in the trading
hub of Venice produced a distinct architecture, reliant on the image of Venetian
culture.
Now, the democratic individualistic society has inverted the idea of the collective.
We do not produce in the image of a unified collective, but instead encourage
and foster autonomous production and choice. Choice exists relatively uninhibited as access to information and a multiplicity of contrasting opinions becomes
the definition of our system; Freedom. The competition for dominance and the
quest propels cultural advancement. For this reason Manhattan and the City of
The Captive Globe represents American freedom and individuality much more
than the Washington Monument. Rather than the collective informing the individual, the individual informs the collective.

As we embrace the cosmopolitan other directedness of American culture, and we
venture deeper into the age of architectural autonomy “…we will only experience
a further fragmenting of the discipline into evermore narrow and irrelevant species and genres.” (H. Sample) In this state a quantifiable architectural direction
and discourse is replaced by a multiplicity of starting points.
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Immediately Short-Sighted cont.

Cultural evolution hinges on competition. The more individuals we have competing the faster we as a collective culture evolve. The individual quest for fame
and recognition is exaggerated and celebrated in the age of the internet and
hyper-connectivity. Social media introduces a new frontier; a fair playing field for
the individual quest for fame. In the good American tradition to get ahead, we
all have become self-entitled writers, journalists, photographers, and prophets…
This bombardment of 2-dimensional media has altered our behavior as we now
constantly struggle to sift through the overwhelming production of bullshit. We no
longer have time to critically engage the media in which we come in contact. Instead we handpick the “most interesting” (most shocking/provocative/vivid/real/
absurd) to examine, leaving those incapable of cutting to the chase floating in the
deep abyss of cyberspace.
In this current state of democratic immediacy in order to get built, elected, hired,
accepted; ATTENTION the individual must reach the masses, and keep them
happy.
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Explanation

Immediately Short-Sighted cont.

The political project has shifted from the structuring of government to the practice
of getting elected. The foregrounding of the political campaign dictates every
decision, advertisement, and lifestyle, as politicians live and operate within the
confines of their approval rating. The political discussion often departs from the
discipline of politics as polls rate irrelevant characteristics; likeability, most presidential, most entertaining, most likely to succeed.
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The architectural project has shifted from the structuring of space to the practice
of getting built. The realization process dictates every decision as our drawings
and diagrams, turn into “money shot” advertisements and formal narratives of
our celebrated dumbness. The architectural discourse often departs from the
discipline of architecture as we address social, economic, and environmental
performance.
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Explanation

Nine Points on Monumentality (J.L. Sert, F. Leger, S. Giedion)
1. Monuments are human landmarks which men have created as symbols for their ideals, for their aims, and for their
actions. They are intended to outlive the period for which originated them, and constitute a heritage for future generations. As such, they form a link between the past and the future.
2. Monuments are the expression of man’s highest cultural needs. They have to satisfy the eternal demand of the
people for translation of their collective force into symbols. The most vital monuments are those which express the
feeling and thinking of this collective force- the people.
3. Every bygone period which shaped a real cultural life had the power and the capacity to create these symbols.
Monuments are, therefore, only possible in periods in which a unifying consciousness and unifying culture exists.
Periods which exist for the moment have been unable to create lasting monuments.
4. The last hundred years have witnessed the devaluation of monumentality. This does not mean that there is any
lack of formal monuments or architectural examples pretending to serve this purpose; but the so-called monuments
of recent date have, with rare exceptions, become empty shells. They in no way represent the spirit or the collective
feeling of modern times.
5. This decline and misuse of monumentality is the principal reason why modern architects have deliberately disregarded the monument and revolted against it.
Modern architecture, like modern painting and sculpture, had to start the hard way. It began by tackling the simpler
problems, the more utilitarian buildings like low rent housing, schools, office buildings, hospitals, and similar structures.
Today modern architects know that buildings cannot be conceived as isolated units, that they have to be incorporated
into the vast urban schemes. There are no frontiers between architecture and town planning, just as there are no
frontiers between the city and the region. Correlation between them is necessary. Monuments should constitute the
most powerful accents in these vast schemes.
6. A new step lies ahead. Postwar changes in the whole economic structure of nations may bring with them the organization of community life in the city which has been practically neglected up to date.
7. The people want the buildings that represent their social and community life to give more than functional fulfillment.
They want their aspiration for monumentality, joy, pride and excitement to be satisfied.
The fulfillment of this demand can be accomplished, with the new means of expression at hand, though it is no easy
task. The following conditions are essential for it: A monument being the integration of the work of the planner, architect, painter, sculptor, and landscapist demands close collaboration between all of them. This collaboration has failed
in the last hundred years. Most modern architects have not been trained for this kind of integrated work. Monumental
tasks have not been entrusted to them.
As a rule, those who govern and administer a people, brilliant as they may be in their specific fields, represent the average man of our period in their artistic judgments. Like this average man, they experience a split between their methods
of thinking and their methods of feeling. The feeling of those who govern and administer the countries is untrained and
still imbued with the pseudo-ideals of the nineteenth century. This is the reason why they are not able to recognize the
creative forces of our period, which alone could build the monuments of public buildings that should be integrated into
new urban centers which can form a true expression of our epoch.
8. Sites for monuments must be planned. This will be possible once replanning is undertaken on large scale which will
create vast open spaces in the now decaying areas of our cities. In these open spaces, monumental architecture will
find its appropriate setting which now does not exist. Monumental buildings will then be able to stand in space, for, like
trees or plants, monumental buildings cannot be crowded in upon any odd lot in any district. Only when this space is
achieved can the new urban centers come to life.
9. Modern materials and new techniques are at hand: light metal structures; curved, laminated wooden arches; panels
of different textures, colors and sizes; light elements like ceilings which can be suspended from big trusses covering
practically unlimited spans.
Mobile elements can constantly vary the aspect of the buildings. These mobile elements, changing positions and casting different shadows when acted upon by wind or machinery, can be the source of new architectural effects.
During night hours, color and forms can be projected on vast surfaces. Such displays could be projected upon
buildings for purposes of publicity or propaganda. These buildings would have large plane surfaces planned for this
purpose, surfaces which are nonexistent today.
Such big animated surfaces with the use of color and movement in a new spirit would offer unexplored fields to mural
painters and sculptors.
Elements of nature, such as trees, plants, and water would complete the picture. We could group all these elements in
architectural ensembles: the stones which have always been used, the new materials which belong to our times, and
color in all its intensity which has long been forgotten.
Man-made landscapes would be correlated with nature’s landscapes and all elements combined in terms of the new
and vast façade, sometimes extending for many miles, which has been revealed to us by the air view. This could be
contemplated not only during a rapid flight but also from a helicopter stopping in mid-air.
Monumental architecture will be something more than strictly functional. It will have regained its lyrical value. In such
monumental layouts, architecture and city planning could attain a new freedom and develop new creative possibilities,
such as those that have begun to be felt in the last decades in the fields of painting, sculpture, music, and poetry.
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reductively monumental cont.
By building monuments a culture catalyzes sociocultural production as monuments not only recall the greatness and success of a society or culture, but more
importantly encourage further development and innovation (evolution). The
monument or icon thus works as a propagandistic tool for cultural values.

“Monuments are the expression of man’s highest cultural
needs. They have to satisfy the eternal demand of the people for translation of their collective force into symbols. The
most vital monuments are those which express the feeling
and thinking of this collective force – the people.
Every bygone period which shaped a real cultural life had
the power and the capacity to create these symbols. Monuments are, therefore, only possible in periods in which a
unifying consciousness and unifying culture exists. Periods
which exist for the moment have been unable to create lasting monuments.”
Jose Luis Sert (architect), Fernand Leger (painter) and Sigfried Giedion (theorist), “Nine Points on Monumentality”
As autonomy remains the collective focus, the creation of a monument as a
singular act of architecture is problematized. Although monumental and iconic,
singular acts of contemporary architecture are incapable, in our cultural predicament of immediacy, of translating the “…collective force into symbols.” and are
therefore not monuments, but architectural icons of categorical extremities.
Instead the monument must now be read as a collection of individual objects, the
conglomeration of which becomes the collective force, such as the Manhattan
skyline or the Cimetiere du Pere Lachaise. A shift is made from a city of monuments to a monument city; Washington D.C. & Paris to Manhattan & La Defense.
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